BUY IT, FORGET ABOUT IT...
INTRODUCTION

Diligent is the sequel of a family business started in 1957

It is the meritocracy, excellence and passion that has scaled the wood business to new heights.

It is years of integrity, values, customer satisfaction and quality workmanship that makes us stand apart.

Besides Design and elegance our products represent style, status and personality.
INTRODUCTION

Choose Us
It is time to evolve, It is time for Diligent Doors
Inspired by the tough India

Presenting All weather Doors from Diligent
A new rise of fabulous
A surprise entry to your home
A face lift to your environment
Doors that speak your story
Doors with character for homes with personality
DILIGENT INNOVATION

Better Acoustics:
Reducing Sound up to 26db

Highly Durable:
Made tough and strong to have 20kg/cm² of impact resistance

All Weather Proof:
The doors are Weather Proof / Water Proof, Default fire retardant

High On Precision:
The Doors are High on Precision, Weather it be The Dimensions or the Quality

Seasoned:
The Wood used is seasoned Wood, Preventing the Warping of Doors
[C CLASS] PLAIN MPDE PF PLY

✓ Available in both Waterproof and Non-Waterproof Range

✓ Highly Cost ₹ effective Doors
[C CLASS] LAMINATE SKNDE L 02

* ACTUAL COLOUR MAY VARY
* ACTUAL COLOUR MAY VARY
[C CLASS] LAMINATE SKNDE L 04

* ACTUAL COLOUR MAY VARY
[C CLASS] LAMINATE SKNDE L 05

* ACTUAL COLOUR MAY VARY
• THE TEAK WOOD SERIES OF **DILIGENT DOORS** IS ALL THAT YOU NEED

• THE GENERAL ACCEPTABILITY OF THESE DOORS IS FOR THE MAIN DOOR

• ALL THE **DBD DOORS** ARE MANUFACTURED WITH mm PRECISION AND THE MOST COMPLICATED DESIGNS ARE ALSO EXECUTED WITH EASE

• A HIGHLY PROFESSIONAL TEAM OF PEOPLE AND THE LATEST TOOLS ARE USED TO GET THE UNCOMPROMISING QUALITY AND THE ELEGANT DESIGN TO THESE DOORS

• THE AESTHETIC AND SIMPLE DESIGNS ARE WORTH A WATCH
[C CLASS] TEAK DECNCPNL 04
✓ Matured wooden logs are selected and cut to sections
✓ The wood is then Chemically Treated
✓ Seasoning of the Wood is Done in Kiln Driers
✓ The Kiln Dried wood is then sent for the Style and Rail Manufacturing
✓ When the Style/Rail is ready then the seasoned and chemically treated wood battens are Fixed in such a manner which is Closely packed
✓ This makes the Total small pieces into one single solid piece joined together
✓ Then the Core and Face are Hot Pressed and Cold Pressed Simultaneously
✓ The edge planers and slicers then finishes the edges, making the doors fit for Testing
✓ The doors are then Tested for the Impact resistance and slamming
✓ Then comes the Branding and Dispatch
Now The Useful Looks Beautiful

The Variety
- Gurjan
- Marine
- Commercial
- Shuttering Ply
- Laminated

Termite/Borer Proof
Water Proof
Build Strong that lasts long
The Furniture Wearables

- Diligent Egress Provides a Wide Variety Of Laminates for your Furniture
- We Make your Furniture look More Classy
- We have a Variety Of Laminates with Varied Thicknesses
- Ask For a Shade card, and we shall respect your choice
Safe Guarding your Valuables

Contact:

Doors | Door Frames | Plywood

SALES: 8143010000
COSTUMER CARE: 8885388884

info@diligentegress.com
1-52/1B/329B, Sai Krupa Apts, Kompally, Hyd, India - 500014

www.diligentegress.com